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Abstract

In this paper, we report on the results of a study conducted to describe

the learning dynamics of three-ball juggling from the perspective of frequency

locking. The theoretical prediction about coordination patterns that could

appear in learning process of three-ball juggling from the principle of fre-

quency locking based on Farey sequence showed the existence of several sta-

ble coordination patterns denoted by dwell ratios of 0.83, 0.75, 0.67, and

0.50. We observed the changes in the coordination patterns during actual

learning processes based on task performance, and compared them with the

predictive coordination patterns. Consequently, we discovered that individ-

uals acquired their own coordination patterns in the early stage of learning,

and those coordination patterns did not change in subsequent learning pro-

cesses. The observed coordination patterns corresponded with theoretical

prediction, and imply that these observed patterns have a stable coordination

structure that shows strong frequency locking among the temporal variables
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that comprise juggling. This implies that the learning dynamics of three-ball

juggling can be described as a process in which a learner acquires one of sev-

eral stable coordination patterns based on the principle of frequency locking

during the exploratory process in the early stage of learning. In other words,

there may be several paths through the learning process that utilize different

attractors.

Keywords: Learning dynamics, Coordination pattern, Frequency locking,

Farey sequence, Task performance-based

1. Introduction1

In various sport, there are many instances in which new motor skills are2

learned. This learning process is one of the important themes in the study of3

motor learning. The motor learning process seen in the real world comprises4

various factors and develops over a period of time, making it difficult to5

describe the overall aspect. However, in recent years, learning dynamics have6

been clarified by a dynamical system approach and now serves as the key to7

understanding various motor learning processes. For example, it has been8

reported that the learning dynamics of bimanual coordination skill is the9

process of acquiring new attractors from an intrinsic attractor by analyzing10

the coordination pattern of the movement (Zanone & Kelso，1992).11

Learning the coordination pattern crucial in three-ball juggling is a prac-12

tical example of a real-world learning process. It is relatively easy to throw13

a single ball up into the air and catch it. In contrast, it is difficult to main-14

tain three or more balls in the air at the same time because spatial and15

temporal constraints abruptly increase and the degree of difficulty is higher.16
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Consequently, the learning process essential for skilled performance requires17

a relatively long time scale (Hashizume & Matsuo，2004).18

In previous research, various aspects of cascade juggling have been inves-19

tigated, including of optical information pickup (Huys & Beek，2002; Dessing20

et al.，2012), skill automatization (Bebko et al.，2003), learning by visual21

and auditory information (Zelic et al.，2012), and change of postural sway22

through learning (Huys et al.，2003，2004a，2004b; Leroy et al.，2008).23

However, in learning to juggle the critical problem is how to acquire appro-24

priate timing. Beek (1988, 1989) presented a mathematical explanation for25

the temporal structure of coordination patterns. Mathematically, juggling26

can be described using five basic variables(Fig. 1). The number of balls27

juggled (N), the number of hands doing the juggling (H), the time the ball28

is in the air between a throw by one hand and a catch by the contralateral29

hand (TF: Time Flight), the time the ball is held in a hand between a catch30

and a throw (TL: Time Loaded), and the time the hand is empty (TU: Time31

Unloaded). Shannon (see Beek and Lewbel, 1995) defined the temporal con-32

straint in juggling in the well-known “Shannon’s equation” as B/H=(TL +33

TF) / (TL + TU). In order to perform B × H juggling, it is necessary to34

fulfill the constraints of this equation. For juggling to be periodic with time35

T, the juggling hands and juggled objects must satisfy, on average, a general36

timing requirement in which the ratio of the object cycle time to the hand37

cycle time equals the ratio of the number of objects to number of hands(Beek38

& Turvey, 1992).39

To examine how the juggler controls this temporal structure, the propor-40

tion of TL to the cycle of a hand, which is a variable reflecting the temporal41
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structure of juggling was focused on dwell ratio = TL/(TL + TU) (Beek，42

1989). If TL is extended, it approaches HCT (Hand Cycle Time = TL +43

TU), that is, the duration of the hand cycle time in which a ball is present44

will be long, whereas the duration without a ball will become short. This jug-45

gling pattern is called “delayed juggling.” Conversely, if TL becomes short,46

the duration after catching a ball, in which a ball is in the hand cycle, will47

become short, i.e., it will be thrown immediately. This juggling pattern is48

called “hot potato juggling” (Beek & Turvey, 1992). Thus, dwell ratio is a49

key variable that describes the coordination pattern of juggling.50

Beek (1989) showed that the dwell ratio is theoretically fixed by the con-51

straint of the temporal structure of juggling, which was shown in Shannon’s52

equation and the principle of frequency locking. This is expressed as the53

“tiling principle,” which states the ratio at which to distribute the individual54

temporal variables of the juggling “TL/TF.” That is, when TL/TF is dis-55

tributed by the ratio of the integer that causes strong frequency locking, it is56

thought that the pattern is most stable. In three-ball juggling, when TL/TF57

= 1/1, it is set to TU/TF = 1/3, and is set to a dwell ratio TL/(TL+TL)58

= 3/4; that is, individual temporal variables may show strong locking at a59

dwell ratio of 0.75. Hence, it has been reported that a coordination pattern60

with a dwell ratio of 0.75 is an attractor in the coordination structure of61

three-ball juggling.62

Although it was shown clearly that a dwell ratio of 0.75 theoretically63

exists as an attractor in the coordination structure of juggling, it does not64

necessarily converge on a dwell ratio of 0.75. Beek (1989) examined three-ball65

juggling performed by four skilled jugglers at three kinds of juggling speeds,66
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and reported that the dwell ratio was varied from 0.54 to 0.83, with a mean67

value of 0.71.68

Further, Beek & van Santvoord (1992) sought to clarify the change in69

the dwell ratio through learning by conducting an experiment with 20 novice70

three-ball jugglers. They used the results of data collected at the end of the71

4th, 7th, and 10th sessions of 10 thirty-minute sessions and discovered that72

the dwell ratio decreased significantly during the learning process. The mean73

dwell ratio of the 4th session was 0.77, that of the 7th session was 0.76, and74

that of the the 10th session was 0.74. On the basis of experimental results75

obtained from learners (Beek & van Santvoord, 1992) and expert jugglers76

(Beek, 1989), the learning process of three ball juggling came to described77

as comprising a three-stage model of learning. The first stage consists of78

learning to accommodate the real-time requirements of juggling, as expressed79

in Shannon’s equation of juggling. The second stage of learning consists of80

discovering the primary frequency locking, that is, the dwell ratio of 0.75.81

The third stage of learning consists of discovering frequency modulation from82

the dwell ratio of 0.75 to lower values. That is, the learning dynamics of three-83

ball juggling is viewed as acquisition of and deviation from a first attractor84

to acquisition of a new attractor.85

Subsequent to the study conducted by Beek & van Santvoord (1992),86

Hashizume & Matsuo (2004) conducted a detailed analysis of the spatiotem-87

poral variables during learning to juggle. They used virtually the same pro-88

cedure as Beek & van Santvoord (1992). Their experiment comprised 1089

thirty-minute learning sessions from which they took data at the end of the90

3rd, 7th, 10th sessions. Their results indicated that learners choose one of91
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two coordination patterns of dwell ratio in the early stage of learning; that is,92

after the end of the 3rd session. One pattern showed a dwell ratio less than93

0.80 and the other showed a dwell ratio greater than 0.83. However, in their94

study, two of eight learners had decreased dwell ratios around 0.70. Their95

results serve to corroborate those obtained by Beek & van Santvoord(1992),96

which indicate that learners acquire another stable attractor from the once-97

convergent attractor as learning progresses. That is, the learning dynamics98

of three-ball juggling involves acquiring another attractor in the late stage of99

learning from one of two attractors in the early stage of learning. In other100

words, their results suggest that there are two paths to another attractor in101

the late stage of learning. Further, the analysis conducted by in Hashizume102

& Matsuo(2004) showed that when the dwell ratio is 0.83, all events timing103

of the throw in right hand, catch in the right hand, zenith of the ball, throw104

in the left hand, catch in the left hand, zenith of the ball, and again throw105

in the right hand occur in sequence within the same interval (see Fig.3(a)).106

This suggests that when the dwell ratio is 0.83, the juggling pattern has a107

stable temporal structure from stable event timing. They suggested that an108

attractor with a dwell ratio of 0.83 exists in addition to the attractor with109

dwell ratio 0.75 discovered by Beek & van Santvoord (1992).110

However, to the best of our knowledge, theoretical evidence pointing to111

other stable coordination patterns has not been provided. Our study theo-112

retically predicts other stable coordination patterns in addition to the dwell113

ratio of 0.75 by focusing on the temporal structure based on a principle of114

frequency locking, and examines the validity of the theoretical prediction115

through empirical analysis of actual learning processes.116
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Previous studies examined the learning process in terms of sessions using117

a physical time scale. However, there are individual differences in the amount118

of learning, that is, task performance, even in the same amount of learning119

time. Therefore, in our study, in order to take into account individual differ-120

ences in the amount of learning, we examined the change in the coordination121

pattern on the basis of the task performance.122

We observed the change in the coordination patterns constituting three-123

ball juggling through learning process based on the number of consecutive124

catches. Subsequently, by comparing the coordination patterns that appear125

through learning process with the coordination patterns based on theoretical126

prediction, we describe the learning dynamics of three-ball juggling.127

2. Predictive coordination patterns derived from frequency locking128

based on farey sequence129

We investigated the coordination pattern of three-ball juggling by fo-130

cusing on frequency locking between individual temporal factors TL, TU,131

and TF, and theoretically predicted a stable coordination pattern. It is132

well-known that frequencies locking become stronger between small integers133

according to Farey sequence, Fig.2 (Peper et al., 1995). The ratio between134

each frequency located on the upper level signifies stronger frequency locking.135

Therefore, we determined the ratio between two variables, TL/TF, TU/TF,136

and TU/TL, and the integer in the mode relatively located on the upper level137

(from F1 to F5 in Fig.2) of the Farey sequence (Table 1). From Shannon’s138

equation, B/H = (TL + TF)/(TL + TU), for the case where B = 3 and139

N = 2, this equation provides TL + 3TU = 2TF. Hence, the value of the140
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third variable can be calculated when two variables have been determined.141

There are two possible relationships between TL and TF either TL is less142

than TF or TL is greater than TF. We considered these possible relationships143

separately.144

As a result, the dwell ratio that appeared in the three combinations145

TL/TF, TU/TF, and TU/TL until level F5 in the Farey sequence were cal-146

culated as 0.83, 0.75, 0.67, and 0.50. This implies that these patterns are147

stable in the coordination structure of the juggling because three temporal148

factors, TL, TU, and TF, constituting juggling, show strong frequency lock-149

ing with each other. These four coordination patterns are different in the150

event timing. Figure 3 shows the schematic image of the event timing of151

throw and catch for both hands in coordination patterns with dwell ratios152

0.83, 0.75, 0.67, and 0.50.153

From Fig.3, the coordination pattern with dwell ratio 0.83, in which the154

loaded time occupies 5/6 of the hand cycle, and TU : TL : TF = 1 : 5 : 4, the155

interval between the throw and catch events in the same hand is relatively156

short, and the interval between the throw event in one hand and the catch157

event in the other hand is relatively long. This is the pattern called “delayed158

juggling.”159

In the coordination pattern with dwell ratio 0.75, in which the loaded160

time occupies 3/4 of the hand cycle, and TU : TL : TF = 1 : 3 : 3, and with161

dwell ratio 0.67, in which the loaded time occupies 2/3 of the hand cycle, and162

TU : TL : TF = 2 : 4 : 5, the interval between the throw and catch events163

is relatively long, and the interval between events of both hands is relatively164

short. In the dwell ratio of 0.75, because the interval between the throw and165
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catch events in both hands becomes equal, it was thought that it is a stable166

pattern on the part of regularity of event timing.167

Furthermore, a dwell ratio of 0.50, in which the loaded time occupies 1/2168

of the hand cycle, and TU : TL : TF = 1 : 1 : 2, is the lowest dwell ratio169

for which three-ball juggling can be achieved, the timing of the catch in one170

hand and the throw in the other hand occurs at the same moment. This is171

the pattern called “hot potato juggling.”172

The differences in dwell ratios constitute the difference in timing of key173

events in juggling; that is, these coordination patterns are different patterns174

in the spatiotemporal structure of juggling. Thus, it was supposed that four175

attractors could exist theoretically from the principle of frequency locking176

based on Farey sequence. We compared these predictive coordination pat-177

terns with observed coordination patterns during the learning of three-ball178

juggling.179

3. Methods180

3.1. Participants181

Eight volunteers (four males and four females) between 20 and 25 years182

old (mean age 22.2 years) participated in our experiment. All participants183

were right handed, and had no prior juggling experience. In consideration of184

individual differences in the ability to handle a ball, person who had experi-185

enced playing baseball or softball were excluded. In addition, the purpose of186

the experiment was explained prior to the start of the experiment, and the187

participants signed informed consent forms. The procedures were approved188

by the Internal Review Board at Aichi University of Education.189
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3.2. Procedure190

The participants practiced three-ball cascade juggling–the most famous191

fashion in ball juggling. At the beginning of the first session, the task was192

outlined to the participants by means of a video presentation. After the193

explanation, participants attempted to perform juggling as long as possible194

without receiving any additional instructions. No learning aids, such as a195

metronome were used. The participants performed all trials in a standing196

position.197

One learning session was carried out for 60 minutes (four fifteen-minute198

sets) for a day, with a break of five minutes between the sets. Partici-199

pants were required to achieve 150 consecutive catches as the task goal. In200

Hashizume & Matsuo (2004), participants who arrived at the third stage of201

learning (see Beek & van Santvoord, 1992) performed more than 150 con-202

secutive catches. In addition, in Zelic et al. (2012), the intermediate juggler203

was defined as “the person who can juggle more than 20 seconds and less204

than 60 seconds in a circle of 2m in diameter.” An exploratory experimen-205

tal result based on this definition showed that the number of consecutive206

catches varied between 50 and 150 catches. This suggests that 150 catches207

are an appropriate criterion for the to-be-learned goal. However, to ensure208

this achievement did not occur by accident, the learning session was finished209

only after the participant had achieved 10 trials of 150 catches. After the210

learning session, participants were given a retention period of one week, after211

which they performed a retention test comprising three trial for 20 seconds212

juggling at their favorite tempo.213
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3.3. Data acquisition214

An optical motion capture system with four cameras (250 Hz, OQUS,215

Qualysis Inc.) was used to record the participant ’s movement during all216

trials in the learning session and the retention test. Eleven spherical reflec-217

tive markers (2.5cm in diameter) were attached with double-sided tape to the218

right and left shoulders, elbows, wrists and middle fingers, while the head was219

covered with a tight swimming cap to which three markers were attached.220

Three balls were (6.6 cm in diameter and mass 130 g) covered with reflective221

tape. The cameras were placed around the participant, so that the partic-222

ipant and the balls being juggled were all in view. The three-dimensional223

coordinates of the markers (x-axis: anterior-posterior, y-axis: lateral-medial,224

z-axis: vertical) were calculated using a Qualysis Tracking Manager (QTM).225

Reconstruction of the known marker positions on calibration frame prior to226

each experiment yielded residual errors of reconstruction of less than 1mm227

in each coordinate.228

3.4. Data reduction229

Digitized coordinates of 14 markers, including three balls, were identified230

and tracked using the QTM. Marker switching, or the misidentification of231

two adjacent markers during automatic tracking, was corrected manually.232

Missing data points due to a short occlusion were interpolated automatically233

by spline method using QTM. The raw displacement data were filtered using234

a second-order Butterworth digital filter, with cutoff frequency defined using235

residual analysis by Winter (2005) in each marker. The filtered displacement236

values along the z-axis were differentiated to obtain the velocity of the ball in237

the vertical direction. The velocity profile was used to identify the moments238
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at which the throws, catches, and arrival points at the zenith occurred. The239

moment of throw was defined as the time at which the positive peak of the240

ball velocity occurred and the moment of catches was defined as the time the241

negative peak of the measured velocity of the ball occurred. The moment of242

arrival at the ball’s zenith was defined as the time the highest location in the243

vertical direction was reached.244

3.5. Achievement level245

The number of consecutive catches in each trial was recorded as the result-246

ing performance. We defined the achievement level as the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,247

and 5th by the achievement of 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 catches respectively.248

When participants achieved each consecutive catches for the first time, we249

analyzed these trials as each achievement level.250

3.6. Temporal and spatial variables251

Each cycle of the 40 cycles from the 1st to 5th levels and the trial in the252

retention test were used to calculate the temporal and spatial variables.253

Using throw and catch events in both hands, the following temporal vari-254

ables were calculated: HCT, TU, TL, TF, and BCT along with dwell ra-255

tio(see Fig. 1). The mean and coefficient of variance (CV) of these variables256

within trial were then calculated. The spatial variables, such as the position257

of catches (PC), throws (PT) and zeniths (PZ) were obtained using the 3D258

coordinates of the ball at the moments that these events occurred, and stan-259

dard deviation of the positions of each event within trial were calculated. We260

also calculated the CV of the horizontal distance between throw and catch261

positions by the same hand(HD : Hand Distance) and by different hands(BD262
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: Ball Distance). We conducted one-way repeated ANOVA to reveal the effect263

of the achievement level in those temporal and spatial variables.264

4. Results265

4.1. Change in coordination patterns through a learning process266

We examined the mean value of the dwell ratio in each achievement level267

to clarify the change in the coordination pattern through learning three-ball268

juggling. One-way repeated-measures ANOVA on the mean value of the269

dwell ratio showed no significant effect of achievement level(F (4, 28) = 0.30,270

n.s.). The overall mean of the dwell ratios did not change throughout the271

learning process.272

Next we examined in detail the dwell ratio at each achievement level, In273

the 1st level, three participants presented higher dwell ratios around 0.83,274

four participants presented intermediate dwell ratios around 0.75, and one275

participant presented a lower dwell ratio around 0.65. A participant who276

presented a dwell ratio of 0.75 in the 1st level changed to a dwell ratio of277

0.83 in the 2nd level. From the 2nd level, the dwell ratio of each participant278

appeared to constitute two clusters showing a relatively higher ratio group279

and a relatively lower ratio group, which were maintained during the learning280

process after the 2nd level.281

We classified participants into two groups by dwell ratio in the retention282

test for each participant, with criterion based on a dwell ratio of 0.75, which is283

the attractor used for three-ball juggling in the previous study. Randomiza-284

tion test on the mean dwell ratio of each of the four participants of the group285

higher than 0.75 and the group lower than 0.75 showed a significant effect of286
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group(p=0.03),participants were significantly classified into the group having287

a higher dwell ratio(HDR group) and a group having lower dwell ratio(LDR288

group) in the retention test.289

We also examined the change in the dwell ratio in each achievement level290

for posteriori divided groups in the retention test. Randomization tests on291

mean value of the dwell ratio in each level of each participant of each of the292

two groups showed a significant effect of groups(p=0.03, respectively), except293

for the 1st level.294

This suggests that the coordination patterns seen in the retention test295

were already acquired when the participants achieved 60 catches, and par-296

ticipants learned juggling without any change in coordination patterns after297

they first acquired the coordination patterns.298

4.2. Theoretical prediction versus observed coordination pattern299

We compared the coordination patterns observed during the learning pro-300

cess with the theoretical prediction derived from Farey sequence. Figure 5301

shows a histogram of the dwell ratio of all cycles for each groups in the 2nd,302

3rd, 4th, and 5th level. It shows that the peak of the dwell ratio appears303

around 0.83 in the HDR group , and around 0.75 and 0.67 in the LDR group.304

The distributions of the dwell ratios in each group did not change in each305

level.306

The coordination pattern with dwell ratio of 0.83 in the HDR group shows307

a coordination pattern in which the rate of ball in hand to the hand cycle308

is relatively long. That is, the patterns of the HDR group were the same309

as “delayed juggling” in each level. On the other hand, the coordination310

pattern with dwell ratio of 0.75 and 0.67 in the LDR group shows coordination311
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patterns in which the rate of ball in hand to the hand cycle is relatively short312

compared with the dwell ratio of 0.83. The dwell ratio of the LDR group313

also appeared around 0.50. That is, a pattern such as “hot potato juggling”314

was also observed.315

Thus, during the actual learning process, several coordination patterns316

with different timing of key events appeared, and it is seen that the coor-317

dination structure of each pattern comprises a stable time interval of key318

events. The attractors that were theoretically predicted from the principle of319

frequency locking on the basis of Farey sequence corresponded with several320

observed patterns through the learning process.321

4.3. Changes in variability of temporal and spatial variables322

The coordination patterns observed through learning process were con-323

sistent with the theoretical prediction. It can be considered that the par-324

ticipants fixed a temporal variable in the early stage of learning, and then325

decreased they would decrease spatial variability to improve performance326

further on in their own temporal coordination pattern. We therefore exam-327

ined the changes in the variability of the spatial and temporal variables that328

constitute juggling.329

For temporal variability, a one-way ANOVA on the CV of HCT, BCT,330

TU, TL, and TF showed no significant effect of achievement level (HCT:331

F (4,28) = 0.73, n.s., BCT: F (4,28) = 0.78, n.s., TU: F (4,28) = 0.22, n.s.,332

TL: F (4,28) = 0.26, n.s., TF: F (4,28) = 1.06, n.s.). The temporal variability333

that constitutes juggling did not change through learning.334

For spatial variability, a one-way ANOVA on the CV of Hand Distance(HD),335

and Ball Distance(BD) and on the SD of Position of Throw (PT), Catch (PC),336
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and Zenith (PZ) showed a significant effect of achievement level on some spa-337

tial variables as follows: y-direction of HD (F (4,28) = 5.21, p<0.05, η2 =338

.39, Fig.6A); y-direction of BD (F (4,28) = 3.89, p<0.05, η2 = .20, Fig.6B);339

y-direction of PT (F (4,28) = 5.40, p<0.05, η2 = .23, Fig.6C); y-direction340

of PC (F (4,28) = 4.18, p<0.05, η2 = .27, Fig.6D); and, z-direction of PC341

(F (4,28)=4.54, p<0.05, η2=.28, Fig.6D). These results show that the spatial342

variability decreased through learning.343

5. Discussion344

The problem of motor control in juggling is expressed as the “tiling prin-345

ciple,” which relates to how the individual temporal variables that constitute346

juggling are distributed, and it have been shown that a coordination pattern347

with dwell ratio 0.75 is a stable coordination pattern (Beek, 1989). However,348

as the theoretical prediction in this study from the principle of frequency349

locking based on Farey sequence suggests, in addition to 0.75, dwell ratios of350

0.83, 0.67, and 0.50 could also be stable coordination patterns. If the indi-351

vidual temporal variables of TL, TU, and TF could be locked to each other352

by ratios between relatively small integers, the coordination patterns in the353

temporal structure of juggling would become stable.354

To examine whether these predictive coordination patterns exist as at-355

tractors, we observed the coordination patterns observed in an actual learning356

process of three-ball juggling. From analysis based on the number of consec-357

utive catches, at achievement of 60 catches, participants were classified into358

two groups: higher dwell ratio, more than 0.75, and lower dwell ratio, less359

than 0.75. Those groups kept their own dwell ratio during the achievement360
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of 90, 120, and 150 catches, and in the retention test. Thus, we consider that361

in the early stage of learning, acquired coordination patterns are classified362

into two patterns: lower dwell ratio, so-called “hot potato juggling,” and363

higher dwell ratio, so-called “delayed juggling.” After participants acquire364

coordination patterns, they advance learning without changing their own co-365

ordination patterns even when the number of consecutive catches increases.366

The comparison of theoretical prediction with the actual dwell ratio ob-367

served in the learning process indicates that the peak of the dwell ratio is368

approximately 0.83 in the HDR group, and approximately 0.75 and 0.67 in369

the LDR group. This suggests that the theoretical prediction corresponds370

with the observed patterns, and further confirms the existence of several371

attractors in the coordination structure of three-ball juggling.372

These several attractors may exist as a result of the task goal, which in-373

creases the number of consecutive catches, and the task constraint of three-374

ball juggling. Previous research on motor learning from a dynamical ap-375

proach examined the acquisition process of the coordination pattern in bi-376

manual hands or fingers coordination(e.g., Zanone & Kelso, 1992). This task377

requires the acquiring of a phase shift pattern of 90 degrees from in-phase378

and anti-phase patterns. In this case, since it is a task goal to gain a new379

attractor itself, the layout of the coordination pattern changes throughout380

the learning process. However, the goal of three-ball juggling in this study381

was the achievement of consecutive catches, and not the acquisition of a coor-382

dination pattern with dwell ratio of 0.75. In three-ball juggling, spatial and383

temporal constraints are not rigidly limited. This leads to a coordination384

pattern that can achieve a task goal and which is not determined uniquely.385
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In other words, participants could achieve the required number of consecutive386

catches using different coordination patterns.387

However, the most important thing is that the coordination patterns ob-388

served in this experiment converged to only several patterns from various389

possible patterns. Furthermore, those coordination patterns had temporal390

stability in the coordination structure that were explained with a theoretical391

evidence. That is, this could be evidence that several coordination patterns392

with a stable temporal structure exist as an attractor in three-ball juggling.393

Moreover, since participants did not change the coordination patterns they394

acquired in the early stage of learning, it suggests that these patterns are395

attractive and appropriate for the achievement of a task’s goals.396

Although, Hashizume & Matsuo (2004) saw changes in dwell ratio during397

learning，no such changes manifested in our study. This suggests that the398

changes were caused by the individual differences in learning amount caused399

by the use of a physical time scale in the previous study. In the motor400

learning process, there are individual differences in the amount of learning,401

in other words, the same time does not result in the same learning amount.402

In fact, in our study, the range of the total time required to achieve a task403

goal was from 3.5 h to 22 h. This suggests that the data obtained at the404

same time might contain both the data about the exploratory process in the405

early stage of learning and the data about the stabilization process after the406

acquisition in the middle or late stage of learning. With consideration of the407

individual differences of the learning amount, it suggests that the pattern408

acquired in the early stage could not change for the achievement of task goal409

in the middle or late stage of learning.410
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However, Hanshizume & Matsuo(2004) showed that the two learners who411

decreased their dwell ratios through the learning process achieved over 150412

catches in more than 80％ of all trials in one session. It may be that those413

two learners were at a more advanced stage than participants in our study.414

Therefore, decreasing the dwell ratio would become the prerequisite for ad-415

vancement to the next stage. However, we suggest that during learning416

process of three-ball juggling, another learning path would not be required417

to decrease the dwell ratio for achievement of 150 consecutive catches which418

is the criterion to become an intermediate juggler. In other words, there may419

be several paths that keep different attractors through the learning process.420

On the other hand, from the analysis of variability in temporal and spatial421

variables, the variability in temporal variables did not change and variability422

in some spatial variables decreased through learning. The decrease in vari-423

ability of some spatial variables suggests that the decrease in the variability424

of the horizontal distance of the thrown ball corresponded to an increase in425

the number of consecutive catches. It might also be caused by the decrease426

in the variability of the horizontal position of throw and catch.427

Because a dwell ratio is related to event timing, a dwell ratio would428

depict the rhythm of juggling. Both results in which participants already429

acquired their own coordination patterns in the early stage of learning and430

variability in temporal variables did not change through learning, imply that431

participants already acquired their own rhythm of juggling in the early stage432

of learning and changed their spatial stability. That is, participants in our433

study selected the strategy that kept their own preferred temporal patterns434

and acquired the spatial stability to continue juggling as long as possible435
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rather than to explore more stable patterns by changing their own preferred436

temporal patterns.437

In summary, there are several stable attractors that have stable temporal438

structures according to strong frequency locking between temporal variables439

in the coordination structure of three-ball juggling. The learning dynamics of440

three-ball juggling is described as the process in which a learner acquires one441

attractor from several stable attractors that have stable temporal structures.442

In other words, during learning process of juggling to increase the number443

of consecutive catches, the learner could choose several optimal paths to the444

achievement of that goal, but is however theoretically constrained. That is,445

it suggests that several paths that keep different attractors exist through446

the learning process. After an attractor is acquired, however learners has447

decreased spatial variability to increase the number of consecutive catches.448

6. Conclusion449

Our objective in the study reported in this paper was to describe the450

learning dynamics of three-ball juggling from the perspective of frequency451

locking. The prediction from the principle of frequency locking based on452

Farey sequence indicated that there are several stable coordination patterns453

that have stable temporal structures in three-ball juggling. Those predictive454

stable patterns corresponded with the observed coordination patterns in the455

actual learning process. In addition, the coordination patterns that were ac-456

quired in the early stage of learning did not change in the subsequent learning457

process. Thus, learners learned with the coordination pattern acquired in the458

early stage. On the other hand, the variability of only some spatial variables459
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decreased, and the variability of temporal variables did not change.460

In summary, the learning dynamics of three-ball juggling can be described461

as a process in which a learner acquires one attractor from several stable at-462

tractors that have stable temporal structures during the exploratory process463

in the early stage of learning, and after an attractor is acquired, the learner464

emphasizes movement stability to increase the number of consecutive catches465

by decreasing spatial variability.466
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the temporal sequence of events in

three-ball cascade juggling. Circles denote the balls. T and C indicate the

moments at which a ball was thrown and caught, respectively.

Fig. 2. The Farey tree that denotes the relation of the Farey sequence．

Here, “1 / 1” means frequency locking of 1 : 1, and the ratio located in

higher level (F1) shows strong locking.

Fig. 3. The relative timing of throw and catch events in right and left

hand in dwell ratios of (a) 0.83, (b) 0.75, (c) 0.67, and (d) 0.50. T and C

indicate the moment of throw and catch, open circles indicate right hand and

filled circles indicate left hand. The gray filled circles indicate the moment

when a ball reaches the zenith. The numbers in the circles indicate the ratio

of the frequency locking of individual temporal variables in each dwell ratio.

The parabolas represent the trajectories of the ball.

Fig. 4. The mean dwell ratio of all eight participants at the trial in

which participants achieved 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th achievement levels,

and at the retention test trial. The black filled symbols signify the values

for the participants in the low dwell ratio group. Conversely, the gray filled

symbols signify the values for the participants in the high dwell ratio group.

The dashed line signifies dwell ratio of 0.75, which is stated as the attractor

of three-ball juggling in the previous study.
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Fig. 5. Histogram of the dwell ratio of all cycles for each group in 2nd,

3rd, 4th, and 5th achievement levels. The gray lines signify the histogram

for the HDR group, and the black lines signify the histogram for the LDR

group. The dashed lines indicate the values of the four dwell ratios that

show the stable coordination patterns that were predicted from the principle

of frequency locking based on the Farey sequence in Section 2.

Fig. 6. Change in some spatial variables in all eight participants, which

decreased through the learning process. (A) shows the change in CV for

hand distance in the horizontal direction, (B) shows the change in CV for

ball distance in the horizontal direction, (C) shows the change in SD for the

position of throw in the horizontal direction, and (D) shows the change in

SD for the position of catch in the horizontal direction (filled symbols), and

in the vertical direction (open symbol), respectively.
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Table 1: The theoretical prediction from frequency locking between individual temporal

variables based on Farey sequence. The gray color denotes the combination of individ-

ual temporal variables fitting by Farey sequence.The four colors(blue, green, yellow, and

orange) on the Dwell Ratio row signify the dwell ratio that appeared in the three combi-

nations of TL/TF, TU/TF, and TU/TL.

　

Farey Level F1 F2

TL 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 4

TF 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5

TU 1/3 1 5/3 4/3 7/3 5/3 3 8/3 7/3 2

Dwell Ratio 0.75 0.50 × 0.60 × 0.64 × × 0.56 0.67

TL:TF(TL TF)
F3 F4 F5

Farey Level F1 F2

TL 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5

TF 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 4

TU 0 - 1/3 1/3 - 2/3 2/3 -1 - 1/3 1/3 1

Dwell Ratio × × 0.90 × 0.86 × × 0.94 0.83

TL:TF (TL>TF)

F3 F4 F5

Farey Level F1 F2

TL 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5

TF 2 5/2 3 9/2 7/2 13/2 4 11/2 7 17/2

TU 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 4

Dwell Ratio 0.50 0.67 0.75 0.60 0.80 0.57 0.83 0.71 0.63 0.56

TL:TU(TL>TU)
F3 F4 F5

Farey Level F1 F2

TL -1 1 3 0 5 -1 7 4 1 -2

TF 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5

TU 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 4

Dwell Ratio × 0.50 0.75 × 0.83 × 0.88 0.67 × ×

F3 F4 F5

TF:TU (TF>TU)
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Highlights 

 The prediction from the principle of frequency locking based on Farey 

sequence shows the existence of several stable coordination patterns with 

stable temporal structures in three-ball juggling. 

 We found that these stable patterns correspond with observed 

coordination patterns in the actual learning processes based on task 

performance. 

 Further, the coordination patterns acquired in the early stage of learning 

do not change during subsequent learning processes.  

 The variability of spatial variables decrease, but the variability of 

temporal variables does not change throughout the learning process.  

 Thus, the learning dynamics of three-ball juggling can be described as a 

process in which a learner acquires one attractor from several stable 

attractors during the exploratory process in the early stage of learning. 

  

Highlights (for review)




